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ENERGY & WATER CONSERVATION TOOLKIT

INTRODUCTION
Thank you for borrowing The City
of Red Deer’s Energy & Water
Conservation Toolkit and for
wanting to learn what you can
do for the environment!
Conservation is a term on many
people’s minds these days. But what
does conservation really mean? Where
do you even start?
The Toolkit is designed to help you
understand how energy and water is
consumed in your home. This Guide
provides simple steps and instructions
to lead you through a home
assessment. You’ll also find tips and
actions that you can do in your home
to help reduce your carbon footprint
and potentially save money on your
utility bills.
The tools are easy to use and the
guide will walk you through the
process. But please keep in mind,
parental guidance is recommended.
Now let’s get started!

AVERAGE HOME ENERGY USE

TOOLKIT CONTENTS

The chart below shows the energy usage for an average home
in Canada. Your home heating system is the greatest contributor
to your energy bills, accounting for roughly 63% of your total
energy use. Water heating, which is directly related to your water
consumption, is the second contributor, at 19% of your total
use. By being aware of high energy demanding appliances and
reducing your heating and water use demands, you can have a
direct effect on 75% of your home energy usage!
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GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
IN ALBERTA
Greenhouse gases (GHGs) trap heat in the earth’s atmosphere,
which can have an impact in the forms of droughts, precipitation
and heat waves, among others. GHGs are primarily a result of
burning fossil fuels, such as natural gas or coal.
In Alberta, more than 70% of our electricity comes from coal
generation and many people use natural gas to heat their
homes. By searching for and fixing unnecessary losses, reducing
consumption and adopting new efforts to conserve, you can help
reduce your greenhouse gas emissions, and potentially reduce
your energy bills too. There’s really nothing to lose!
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To access the Manufacturer’s
Manuals, please visit
reddeer.ca/saveenery
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HEATING
& COOLING
Red Deer is a northern city with winter very much a reality.
No matter the type of home you live in, heating accounts for
more than 60% of the average energy used in an Albertan
household. Although we are required to heat our homes,
there are many things we can do to reduce the energy
needed to do it. Whether you are looking at larger physical
upgrades, such as a home renovation project, or also smaller
actions and changes to daily habits, every little bit counts in
reducing your greenhouse gas emissions.

WEATHERPROOF STRIPPING

SIMPLE ACTIONS
Use a programmable thermostat to
set a temperature schedule for your
home. Lower the temperature when
leaving the home for 8 hours or longer,
or when everyone is sleeping for the
night. According to EnergyStar, using a
programmable thermostat correctly can
save you up to $180 per year!
Close your window coverings during hot
summer months and open them during
winter months to use passive solar
energy from the sun to naturally cool
and heat your home.
Windows can release a lot of heat during
cold winter months. Applying a plastic
film can help reduce this loss. You can
find Window Insulation Kits at local
hardware stores or DIY instructional
videos on online.
Weatherproof stripping is used around
windows and door frames to create a
tight seal and eliminate drafts. Replace
any worn or deteriorated pieces.
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 pply caulking between the baseboards
A
and floor to seal air leaks and keep out
moisture. There are several different
varieties available, so speak with
someone at your local hardware store to
ensure you have the right type for your
project.

LARGER INVESTMENTS
Home insulation can begin to settle
over time, decreasing its effectiveness.
Upgrading insulation will help keep your
house warmer in the winter and cooler
in the summer
 pgrade windows for new, energy
U
efficient models. This will increase air
tightness, reduce energy loss and even
reduce road noise.

TOOLKIT
Use the Infrared (IR) Thermometer
to check surface temperatures to help
identify places that are losing heat or
letting cool air in. You will want check
the temperature throughout your house,
including windows, doors, baseboards,
electrical outlets on exterior walls,
heating vents and the walls themselves.
It is a good idea to measure in different
locations and compare to see if there are
significant differences in temperatures.
See page 12 for instructions.

1
When planning for home renovation
projects, be sure to check out Energy
Efficiency Alberta. This provincial program
offers a variety of rebates and resources to
help make it easier to conserve energy in
your home or business.

APPLIANCES
& ELECTRONICS
Refrigerators require a lot of energy, accounting for 11% of
the electricity consumed in a typical Albertan home. Do you
have an old refrigerator in the basement or garage with only a
few items in it? Clean it out, unplug it and watch your energy
consumption go down!

SIMPLE ACTIONS
A computer in ‘Sleep’ mode is still using
power. Power down when not in use for
any length of time.
 ang clothes to dry instead of using
H
a dryer. Dryers account for 12% of
the electricity consumed in a typical
Albertan home, so even hanging a
portion of your clothes to dry can lead to
major differences.
Use smaller appliances for cooking, such
as a toaster oven instead of a full-sized
oven. You will save on energy costs and
your food will cook quicker in the correct
sized appliance.
 se power bars with built in timers
U
or auto-shut offs for electronics with
high electricity requirements, such as a
television or gaming system.

CONSERVATION

TIP

If ice cream is too hard to scoop,
your freezer is set too cold and
using more energy
than necessary.
6
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LARGER INVESTMENTS
When upgrading appliances, read the
EnerGuide label for information on the
annual amount of electricity used and
for comparisons to other similar sized
models. Always look for the Energy
Star® symbol, indicating the appliance
is among the most energy efficient in its
class.
Buying a new computer? Go for a
notebook instead of a desktop. They use
a fraction of the electricity and allow for
convenience and mobility.

Before purchasing new appliances, be
sure to check out Energy Efficiency
Alberta. They offer a variety of rebates
and programs to help make it easier to
conserve energy in your home or business.

TOOLKIT
Use the Kill-A-Watt®
Meter to measure
the amount of
electricity used by
your appliances and
electronics when they
are fully operating,
on stand-by or even
eco-settings.
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See page 13 for instructions.

Use the Refrigerator
Thermometer to measure
the temperature of your
freezer and refrigerator.
EPCOR recommends the
ideal temperatures for
food safety and energy
efficiency are 3˚C for the
fridge and -18˚C for the
freezer. With both these
appliances, the colder the
interior temperature, the
more energy is being used.
See page 14 for instructions.
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LIGHTING
Lighting is an essential part of Albertan homes, especially
during the darker, winter months. However, there are many
actions we can do to take advantage of natural light from the
sun and reduce our reliance on electricity.

UNDERSTANDING YOUR
UTILITY BILL
Most energy bills are made up of two charges:
actual consumption and delivery charges.
Delivery includes the cost of installing,
maintaining and operating the infrastructure to
provide the service to your house. You will want
to monitor your actual consumption to see the
effects your conservation efforts.
What is a kWh? It stands for kilowatt hour, and
is the standard measurement of electricity. An
example of usage would be if you had a 100W
light bulb and it was on for 10 hours, it would use
1kWh of electricity. (100W x 10 hrs = 1000 W per
hour or 1 kWh)
Visit https://ucahelps.alberta.ca/understandingyour-bill.aspx for a detailed explanation and
video to learn more about your utility bills.
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SIMPLE ACTIONS
Convert all lightbulbs to LED lightbulbs.
When disposing of CFL bulbs, be sure to
bring them to the Waste Management
Facility. They contain mercury, a
hazardous material, and cannot go out
with your regular trash.
Get in the habit of turning off your lights
when you leave the room. Not only will
you reduce your electricity usage, but
you will also decrease how often you
need to replace light bulbs.
In times when you want directed light,
use lamps instead of overhead lights.
They require less energy and focus the
light where you need it.
Use solar powered lights outdoors to
illuminate walk ways or your deck. Many
outdoor solar lights include batteries,
allowing you to store the energy for
using all night long.

LARGER INVESTMENTS
Install lighting controls, such as
automatic timers and motion sensors for
outdoor lights and dimmers to indoor
lights so you have the exact brightness
you need.
 onsidering a major home renovation in
C
the future? Sky lights can be a great way
to open up your space and bring natural
light and heat into a room.

CONSERVATION

TIP

At one point, LED light blubs were
quite expensive and the cost may
have stopped you from buying them.
But this is not the case anymore.
By watching out for sales at stores or
light bulb exchange programs, it is
now cheaper than ever to replace
your bulbs and start saving!

TOOLKIT
Use the Kill-A-Watt® Meter to measure
the amount of electricity used by your
appliances and electronics when they
are fully operating, on stand-by or even
eco-settings.
See page 13 for instructions.
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WATER
Water heating is expensive! Much of the water used in our
houses is heated first, which leads to costs for the water
use itself and the energy used to heat it. Effective water
conservation goes hand in hand with energy conservation.

SIMPLE ACTIONS
The average Red Deerian uses 195 L of
water per day, enough to fill almost 50
4L jugs! Installing low flow showerheads
and faucet aerators can help reduce
water usage by 25-60%.
 lace a rain barrel at the down spout for
P
your eavestroughs and use the water on
your yard and flowers.

TEST YOUR TOILET
FOR LEAKS
A leaking toilet tank can easily go unnoticed and waste
thousands of litres of water per year. A leak can be
caused by a broken flapper, a chain caught under the
flapper or even if the tank water level set too high.
It’s easy to detect with these steps:
1 Flush the toilet then remove the tank lid.
2 A
 fter the tank refills, add several drops of food
colouring to the tank.
3 Wait 15 minutes and do not flush.
4 L
 ook in the bowl. If any colour appears,
you have a leak.
It’s a good idea to check your toilet twice a year. Be
aware of time-released toilet bowl cleaners that sit in
your tank, which can speed the deterioration of parts
and cause leaks in your toilet.
10
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 nly run the dishwasher and washing
O
machine with full loads.
 se cold water settings for your washing
U
machine.
Take shorter showers to conserve water.
Time how long you currently shower for
and slowly cut it back. Challenge your
family members to do the same and
compare results.

CONSERVATION

TIP

Use an Aerator! This small device
screws onto your existing tap and
adds air to the water flow. The
aerator decreases the amount
of water that flows from the tap,
while still providing a steady flow.

LARGER INVESTMENTS
Upgrade your water heater to a tankless
or energy efficient model. A standard
water heater is using energy to heat the
water throughout the day, even when
not in use. New models provide hot
water on demand, reducing standby
heating costs.
 o you have an old washing machine?
D
According to EnergyStar, machines built
prior to 2003 use much higher levels
of water. Consider replacing an older
model to begin saving on each load.

Use the Hot Water Temperature Card to
measure the temperature of water from
your hot water heater. The Canada Safety
Council recommends hot water is not
stored below 54˚C, to help reduce the risk
of scalding while limiting the potential for
bacteria growth.
See page 15 for instructions.

5

TOOLKIT
4

Use the flow meter bag
and digital timer to
measure the water flow
from your kitchen and
bathroom faucets. Water
is measured in litres per
minute (LPM), with ideal
flowrates at 6 LPM for
faucets and 15 LPM for
showerheads.
See page 15 for instructions.
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Use the drip gauge and digital
timer under leaking faucets or
pipes to determine the litres per
year (LPY) that is being wasted.
See page 14 for instructions.
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INFRARED (IR) THERMOMETER

1

Follow these steps to use the IR thermometer.
1 C
 heck that camera contains one (1) 9V battery.
Behind green button, pull yellow portion of handle
to expose battery.
2 P
 ress green button on back to activate the
thermometer.
3 P
 oint in direction of selected item and hold down
green button. A small red laser should indicate the
specific point that will be measured.
4 H
 old button and move thermometer to scan
for temperatures. Release button to ‘Hold’ the
temperature on specific items or points on the wall.
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5 It is best to stand within 1.5m of the object you are
measuring for best results. If not possible, always
stand at the same distance when measuring that
object for best accuracy.
 ecord and keep track of the problem areas as
6 R
you move through each room, careful to note
temperature differences between top and bottom
of walls or around windows.
Safety Tip: Class ll Laser, do not stare into beam.
User Tip: Thermometer cannot detect temperature
through glass (ie. windows) accurately. Always use on
a solid surface.

2

KILL-A-WATT® METER
Follow these steps to find out how much energy your
appliances and electronics use.
1 P
 lug the Kill-A-Watt® Meter into a standard wall
outlet. Choose an outlet that is not blocked by
anything and allows you to easily read the display
screen.
2 Display button functions include:
A. Menu– Cycles through the different categories
B. Up and Down– Allows you to change the settings
within a category
C. Reset– Hold button to reset Elapsed Time,
Cost and kWh
D. Set– Hold this button to change the electricity
rate and then press again to save the number.
This value can be found on your utility bill.

3 O
 nce plugged into outlet, plug an appliance or
electronic device into the Kill-A- Watt® meter to
measure energy consumption.
4 R
 ead the display screen at different intervals during
the day or week to fully assess your usage. The
screen displays two types of information:
A. The amount of power being used, measured
in kilowatt-hours (kWh), which is the same unit
of measurement on your electricity bill. Your
approximate daily, weekly, or yearly energy costs
are displayed.
B. How long the appliance or electronic has been
attached to the Kill-A-Watt® meter.
5 R
 eading indicators will automatically reset to zero
when their maximum limit is reached.
Safety Tip: For 120 volt appliances and fixtures only.
User Tip: Keep device plugged into Kill-A-Watt® Meter
for minimum of one hour to see results.

REFRIGERATOR/FREEZER
THERMOMETER

3

7

DRIP GAUGE AND
DIGITAL TIMER

Follow these steps to check if your fridge and freezer
are operating at optimal temperatures.

This tool helps you determine how much water is
wasted from leaking faucets.

1 H
 ang the thermometer in the fridge and freezer
overnight. Ensure the device is not touching
anything.

Follow these steps to measure water wasted.

2 Read and record the temperature.

2 P
 lace drip gauge under leaky faucet for exactly 20
seconds then remove.

3 Adjust the temperature dial as needed.
4 P
 erforming this test a couple times throughout
your borrowing period will allow you to check if
your appliances are sealed properly and operating
at the optimal level.

14
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1 R
 eset digital timer and place where you can easily
see it.

3 L
 ook at the LPD (litres per day) and LPY (Litres per
year) figures for your values.
4 R
 epair or replace your leaking faucets. This is
usually something that can be done yourself. If
unfamiliar, ask for advice at your hardware store,
follow instructional videos online or check out doit-yourself books at the library.

4
7

FLOW METER BAG AND
DIGITAL TIMER
This tool helps you determine the water flow from your showerhead
and faucets. Water is measured in litres per minute (LPM).

HOT WATER
TEMPERATURE CARD AND
7 DIGITAL TIMER
5

Follow these steps to measure your flow rates.

Follow these steps to test how hot the
water is from your taps.

1 T
 urn on the shower head or faucet you are testing and adjust its
flow to the rate you would normally use.

1 T
 urn on hot water tap and run it for 60
to 90 seconds.

2 P
 lace digital timer where you can see it clearly and push the
start button.

2 R
 eset digital timer and place where
you can easily see it.

3 H
 old the bag open and place it under the fixture for exactly five
seconds.

3 H
 old the black strip on the Water
Temperature Card under the running
water for 15 seconds.

4 A
 fter five seconds, move the bag away and record the LPM
measurement displayed on the side of the bag.
5 P
 our the water out of the bag and repeat the task to confirm
your results. Ideally, you want to see a flow rate of no more than
6 LPM for the taps and no more than 15 LPM for the shower
head.
User Tip: Please ensure bag is fully dried before returning to library.

4 If number on card is higher than 54˚C,
consider adjusting your hot water tank
or speaking with a professional if you
are unsure.

ADDITIONAL
INFORMATION
Did you know The City of Red Deer offers
a rebate program for residents who
purchase and install a new rain barrel?
Rain barrels reduce the need for using
treated water on your yard, and helps
reduce runoff and pollution into the
Red Deer River.
VISIT
reddeer.ca/rainbarrels

Did your toilet pass the leak test?
Considering purchasing a new
model this year? The City of Red
Deer offers rebates when you
replace a high flow toilet with a
qualifying low flow model.
APPLY TODAY
reddeer.ca/toiletrebate
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Energy Efficiency Alberta is dedicated
to helping Albertans conserve energy.
Through residential rebates and
energy savings programs, and a variety
of offerings for businesses, they are
making it easier for all Albertans to
reduce their carbon footprint.
VISIT
efficiencyalberta.ca

To keep you informed of what is
happening in Red Deer and what
resources there are for you as a member
of a sustainable community check the
Staff Picks Page. There are lists of practical
resources for conserving energy and water.
Some of these resources are materials in
the Library which you may borrow with
your Red Deer Public Library card and
some are recommended websites.
STAFF PICKS
rdpl.bibliocommons.com/explore/
featured_lists/staff_picks

RESOURCES
ATCO Energy Sense for Homeowners
http://www.atcoenergysense.com/For-Homeowners/
Canada Safety Council: Hot Water Debate
https://canadasafetycouncil.org/home-safety/heated-debate-about-hot-water
City of Calgary: Indoor water conservation.
http://www.calgary.ca/UEP/Water/Pages/Water-conservation/Indoor-water-conservation/Indoor-WaterConservation.aspx
City of Red Deer: Environmental Master Plan
http://www.reddeer.ca/city-services/environment-and-conservation/our-corporate-initiatives/environmentalmaster-plan/
City of Red Deer: Water Conservation, Efficiency and Productivity Plan
http://www.reddeer.ca/media/reddeerca/city-services/environment-and-conservation/The-City-of-Red-DeerCEP-Plan-Council.pdf
Energy Efficiency Alberta
https://www.efficiencyalberta.ca/
EPCOR: Efficiency and Conservation
https://www.epcor.com/learn/efficiency-conservation/Pages/default.aspx
Energy Star: Proper Use Guidelines for Programmable Thermostat
https://www.energystar.gov/products/heating_cooling/programmable_thermostats/proper_use_guidelines
Natural Resources Canada: About Electricity
https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/electricity-infrastructure/about-electricity/7359
Natural Resources Canada: Average home energy usage
http://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/products/categories/appliances/13630
Statistics Canada: Households and the Environment
http://www.statcan.gc.ca/pub/11-526-s/11-526-s2013002-eng.htm
Utilities Consumer Advocate: Understanding my Bill
https://www.ucahelps.alberta.ca/understanding-your-bill.aspx
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QUESTIONS OR COMMENTS?
Environmental Services
403-342-8750
environmental.initiatives@reddeer.ca
reddeer.ca/environment

